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SUq„2… lattice gauge theory

G. Bimonte,* A. Stern,† and P. Vitale‡

The Erwin Schro¨dinger International Institute for Mathematical Physics, Pasteurgasse 6/7, A-1090 Wien, Austria
~Received 16 February 1996!

We reformulate the Hamiltonian approach to lattice gauge theories such that, at the classical level, the gauge
group does not act canonically, but instead as a Poisson-Lie group. At the quantum level, the symmetry gets
promoted to a quantum group gauge symmetry. The theory depends on two parameters: the deformation
parameterl and the lattice spacinga. We show that the system of Kogut and Susskind is recovered when
l→0, while QCD is recovered in the continuum limit~for anyl). We, thus, have the possibility of having a
two-parameter regularization of QCD.@S0556-2821~96!02913-X#

PACS number~s!: 11.15.Ha, 12.38.Gc
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I. INTRODUCTION

There has been some interest recently in developing
q-deformed Yang-Mills theory@1#. One motivation for this
activity is the possibility of breaking the standard gaug
symmetry of Yang-Mills theories without the introduction o
Higgs fields. The attempts in finding aq-deformed gauge
theory discussed previously appear to be rather involv
They often require the development of differential structur
on quantum groups. In another approach, which is the o
we shall report on here, one mayq-deform gauge theories on
the lattice, and then take the continuum limit. However,
we shall show, this leads to a negative result. That is, af
applying the procedure we recover ordinary gauge theory
the continuum limit. Thus, rather than aq-deformed Yang-
Mills theory, we have the possibility of a two-paramete
regularization of QCD, the two parameters being the def
mation parameter~which we denote byl) and the lattice
spacinga. This situation may also be of interest, since
could then happen that certain physical quantities may c
verge faster in the two-parameter space than they do for
case of a single parametera.

In our approach we start with the Hamiltonian formula
tion of lattice gauge theories due to Kogut and Susskind@2#.
The dynamics for that system is given in terms of rigid ro
tators located at the links of the lattice. There the Poiss
structure which is taken for the rotators is the usual one; i
it is written on the cotangent bundle of the relevant grou
Recently, an alternative Poisson structure~and Hamiltonian!
for the rigid rotator was found@3#. ~Also see@4#.! In the new
formulation, rotations are not canonically implemented, b
rather they are Lie-Poisson symmetries@5#. Since Lie-
Poisson symmetries are known to be promoted to quant
group symmetries after quantization@6#, the rotation group
gets deformed to a quantum group. The lattice analogue
the rotation symmetry is gauge symmetry, and thus if w
utilize this alternative Poisson structure to describe the rig
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rotators on the lattice, we obtain a quantum group gaug
symmetry upon quantization.

In Sec. II we review the standard Hamiltonian formula-
tion of lattice gauge theories@2#. For simplicity we shall
limit our discussion to SU~2! gauge theories in the absence
of fermions. Then the Hamiltonian dynamics can be written
on a product space consisting of rigid rotators, modulo th
space of SU~2! gauge transformations. As stated above, to
each such rotator one associates the standard Poisson str
ture, which is written on the cotangent bundle of SU~2!.
Physically, a rotator is attached to each link on the lattice
while gauge transformations correspond to points on the la
tice. The Hamiltonian for the theory is required to be gauge
invariant and to reduce to the QCD Hamiltonian in the limit
of zero lattice spacing, while gauge transformations are re
quired to be canonical in the classical theory and are gene
ated by Gauss law constraints.

We next review the alternative classical Hamiltonian for-
mulation of the rigid rotator@3,4# in Sec. III. There the six-
dimensional phase space is taken to be the SL~2,C! group
manifold. As in the standard formulation, the Hamiltonian is
invariant under left and right SU~2! transformations~which
contain ordinary rotations!. As stated previously, these trans-
formations do not correspond to canonical symmetries, bu
rather they are Lie-Poisson symmetries. In the system give
here we introduce a parameterl ~the ‘‘deformation param-
eter’’!, and the standard Hamiltonian formalism for the rota-
tor is recovered in the limitl→0.

The alternative Hamiltonian formulation of the rigid rota-
tor is applied to lattice gauge theories in Sec. IV. We thereb
deform the Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian dynamics in a way
which preserves the SU~2! gauge symmetry of the classical
theory, but which replaces canonical symmetry transforma
tions by Lie-Poisson transformations. As in the Kogut-
Susskind system, rotator degrees of freedom are assigned
each link on the lattice and gauge transformations are ass
ciated with each point on the lattice. However, now we sha
describe the rotator degrees of freedom in terms of SL~2,C!
variables. In addition to the parametera denoting the lattice
spacing, our theory possesses the deformation parameterl
and we require that the Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian formal
ism is recovered in the limitl→0. We shall show that our
system yields SU~2! gauge theory in the continuum limit
even when the deformation parameter is different from zero

of
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54 1055SUq~2! LATTICE GAUGE THEORY
In Sec. V we make some preliminary remarks about
quantization of this system. When Lie-Poisson symmetr
are present in the classical theory the standard practice
apply the method of deformation quantization@7#. Fixing the
quantum dynamics using the method of deformation qua
zation requires writing down a star product on the space
classical observables. This is, in general, a difficult task a
shall not be attempted here. Instead, we shall only dema
as is usually done, that the SU~2! Poisson-Lie group symme
try of the classical theory gets replaced upon quantization
an SUq~2! quantum group symmetry@6#. Since an SUq(2)
matrix is attached at each point on the lattice, we in fact e
up with an SUq(2) gauge symmetry. The quantum an
logues of the SL~2,C! matrices are quantum double matric
which are then associated with each link on the lattice. T
commutation relations for the quantum double matrices
required to be covariant under SUq(2) gauge transforma-
tions, while the quantum Hamiltonian is invariant.

After this work was completed we learned of a series
papers by Frolov@8# where a similar system is discussed.
differs from ours in the nature of gauge transformations. F
us, all link variables transform in an identical fashion at a
particular site, as in the spirit of Kogut and Susskind. As
result of this it is easy to write down the Wilson loop oper
tors, but difficult to give an explicit expression for the gau
generator~i.e., the Gauss law! in terms of the link variables.
~So far we have been unable to do it.! On the other hand,
Frolov simply postulates a Gauss law. From it one then
tains a complicated gauge transformation rule for the l
variables~where links attached to same vertex transform d
ferently!, and hence a complicated form for the Wilson loo
operators.

II. REVIEW OF THE KOGUT-SUSSKIND
HAMILTONIAN FORMALISM

As stated earlier, we limit our discussion to SU~2! gauge
theories in the absence of fermions, and the Hamilton
formulation of lattice gauge theories@2# is then described
solely in terms of rigid rotators. In the standard formulatio
the phase space for a single rotator is spanned by ang
momentum variablesj a and an SU~2! matrix u with Poisson
brackets given by

$ j a , j b%5eabcj c , ~1!

$ j a ,u%5
i

2
sau, ~2!

with the Poisson brackets of matrix elements ofu with them-
selves being zero.sa are Pauli matrices. The brackets fo
u and j a are preserved under the transformation

u→vL
†uvR , ~3!

j asa→vL
† j asavL , ~4!

wherevL andvR are independent SU~2! matrices. It follows
that Eqs.~3! and ~4! are canonical transformations.

Physically, we are to suppose that a rotator@with Poisson
brackets given by Eqs.~1! and~2!# is attached to each link on
a three-dimensional cubic lattice, while gauge transform
he
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tions @analogous to those in Eqs.~3! and~4! parametrized by
vL andvR# are associated with the points on the lattice. We
make this statement more precise below.

Following Ref.@2#, an arbitrary point on a lattice will be
denoted by a vectorrW, while a link connecting pointrW to a
neighboring point in the directionm̂ is denoted by (rW,m̂).
Here,m̂ can be one of the six unit vectors running along the
lattice. For each link (rW,m̂), we have the phase space vari-
ables

u~rW,m̂!PSU~2! and j a~rW,m̂!. ~5!

The inverse ofu(rW,m̂) is obtained by traversing the link
(rW,m̂) in the2m̂ direction: i.e.,

u~rW,m̂!†5u~rW1am̂,2m̂!, ~6!

a being the lattice spacing. The phase space for SU~2! lattice
gauge theory is the set of all variables~5!. Their nonvanish-
ing Poisson brackets are given by

$ j a~rW,m̂!, j b~rW,m̂!%5eabcj c~rW,m̂!, ~7!

$ j a~rW,m̂!,u~rW,m̂!%5
i

2
sau~rW,m̂!, ~8!

for all links (rW,m̂).
The Poisson brackets~7! and ~8! must yield the standard

Poisson structure for Yang-Mills theory in the continuum
limit: i.e.,

$Ai
a~xW !,Ej

b~yW !%5d i jdabd
3~xW2yW !, ~9!

whereAi
a(xW ) are Yang-Mills potentials andEj

b(yW ) are the
electric field strengths. In order to recover these brackets
from Eqs.~7! and ~8!, one interpretsu(rW,m̂) according to

u~rW,m̂!5expS iagsa

2
Ai
a~rW !m̂i D . ~10!

Then u(rW,m̂) goes to 11 iag (sa/2)Ai
a(rW)m̂i when a→0.

j a(rW,m̂) is interpreted as the line integral of the electric field
along the link (rW,m̂). Thus,

j a~rW,m̂!52
a2

g
Ei
a~rW !m̂i . ~11!

Using Eq.~8! we then get

$Ai
a~rW !,Ej

b~rW !%→
1

a3
d i jdab as a→0, ~12!

which agrees with Eq.~9!. @From Eq.~7! the Poisson brack-
ets ofE(rW) with itself go like 1/a2 which as a density distri-
bution vanishes in the continuum limit.#

Gauge transformations are associated with points on the
lattice. At the pointrW we define

v~rW !PSU~2!.
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1056 54G. BIMONTE, A. STERN, AND P. VITALE
As we are in the Hamiltonian formulation of the theory, th
gauge transformations are time independent. Gauge tran
mations on the phase space variablesu(rW,m̂) and j a(rW,m̂)
correspond to

u~rW,m̂!→v~rW !†u~rW,m̂!v~rW1am̂!, ~13!

j a~rW,m̂!sa→v~rW !† j a~rW,m̂!sav~rW !. ~14!

The transformation~13! is consistent with Eq.~6!. Upon
comparing with Eqs.~3! and ~4!, it is evident that Eqs.~13!
and ~14! are canonical transformations.

The next task is to write down the Hamiltonian. The r
quirements are that it be gauge-invariant and also that it
duces to the standard field theory Hamiltonian in the limit
zero lattice spacing. Concerning the first requirement, an
vious set of gauge-invariant quantities are the kinetic en
gies of the rotators. Indeed, the sum of all such kine
energies is one ingredientH0 in the Kogut-Susskind Hamil-
tonian:

H05
g2

2a (
rW,m̂.0

j a~rW,m̂! j a~rW,m̂!, ~15!

where m̂.0 indicates that the sum is only over ‘‘positiv
directions’’ of m̂. The constantsg anda represent the gauge
coupling and lattice spacing, respectively. The Hamilton
~15! cannot be the full story since it leads to a trivial syste
with all rotators being noninteracting. Furthermore, in t
limit of zero lattice spacing,H0 only gives the electric field
contribution to the QCD Hamiltonian. It is well known tha
the magnetic field contribution can come from Wilson loo
variables constructed on the lattice. For this we letG (rW,m̂,n̂)

denote a square plaquette connecting the pointrW to its nearest
neighbors in the lattice along them̂ and n̂ directions. We
then denote the associated Wilson loop byW(G (rW,m̂,n̂)). It is
given by

W~G~rW,m̂,n̂!!5Tr u~rW,m̂!u~rW1am̂,n̂!u~rW1an̂,m̂!†u~rW,n̂!†.
~16!

From Eq.~13! it is clear that Eq.~16! is gauge invariant
for all rW, m̂, andn̂. It is also clear that terms such as Eq.~16!
introduce nontrivial interactions between the rotators. Up
writing u(rW,m̂) according to Eq.~10!, it has been shown tha
W(G (rW,m̂,n̂)) yields the usual magnetic field contribution t
the action~associated with the plaquetteG (rW,m̂,n̂)) upon tak-
ing the continuum limita→0. More specifically, upon ex-
panding to fourth order ina we get that

W~G~rW,m̂,n̂!!→TrH 12 1

2
g2a4@Fm̂n̂~rW !#2J as a→0 , ~17!

where Fm̂n̂(rW)5Fi j
a (rW)(sa/2)m̂i n̂ j , Fi j

a5e i jkBk
a being the

magnetic field strength tensor. We can finally express
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian according to
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H5H01H1 ,

H15
1

ag2 (
h

@W~G~rW,m̂,n̂!!1W~G~rW,m̂,n̂!!*24#. ~18!

The sum inH1 is over all plaquettes. The coefficients in
H0 andH1 were chosen so thatH has the correct continuum
limit: i.e.,

H→
1

2 (
rW
a3@Ei

a~rW !Ei
a~rW !1Bi

a~rW !Bi
a~rW !# as a→0 .

~19!

A final ingredient in this system~which turns out to be a
source of difficulty for us when we deform the system! is due
to the fact that the gauge symmetries~13! and~14! imply the
existence of first class constraints. These constraints
Ga(rW)'0 are defined at points on the lattice and they gen-
erate the gauge symmetry. Their nonvanishing Poisson
brackets may be given by

$Ga~rW !, j b~rW,m̂!%5eabcj c~rW,m̂!, ~20!

$Ga~rW !,u~rW,m̂!%5
i

2
sau~rW,m̂!. ~21!

A solution forGa(rW) is

Ga~rW !5(
m̂

j a~rW,m̂!, ~22!

the sum being over all links connected to the lattice point
rW. In the continuum limit this gives the usual Gauss law
constraint. In the quantum theory we must impose that the
operator corresponding toGa(rW) annihilates all physical
states.

III. ALTERNATIVE HAMILTONIAN FORMULATION
OF THE RIGID ROTATOR

We next review the alternative classical Hamiltonian for-
mulation of the rotator given in Ref.@3#. There, it was shown
that the six-dimensional phase space describing a rigid rota
tor could be spanned by the set$d(2)% of 232 complex
unimodular matrices which constitute ‘‘classical double vari-
ables.’’ Thus, the phase space is SL~2,C!.

The Hamiltonian of Ref.@3# was a function of only
Tr d(2)d(2)†. More specifically, it was given by

H rot~l!5
1

2l2 ~Tr d~2 !d~2 !†2 2!, ~23!

wherel is a constant which plays the role of a deformation
parameter. This Hamiltonian is invariant under left and right
SU~2! transformations:

d~2 !→vL
†d~2 !vR , vL ,vRPSU~2!, ~24!

and these transformations are analogous to separate rotatio
of the body and space axes of a rigid rotator.
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Although the Hamiltonian is invariant under Eq.~24!,
these transformations do not correspond to canonical s
metries because of a nontrivial quadratic Poisson struc
which was assumed ford(2). Using tensor product notation
the Poisson brackets can be compactly written as

$d~2 !,
1

d~2 !

2
%52d~2 !

1
d~2 !

2
r2r †d~2 !

1
d~2 !

2
. ~25!

Here d(2)
1
,d(2)

2
, and r denote 434 matrices with

d(2)

1
5d(2)

^ 1, d(2)

2
51^d(2), andr given by

r5
il

4 S 1 21

4 21

1
D . ~26!

The Poisson brackets~25! are skew symmetric. Furthermore
the r matrix ~26! is known to satisfy the classical Yang
Baxter relations which ensures that the Jacobi identity ho
for Eq. ~25!.

It is clear that the transformations~24! do not preserve the
Poisson brackets and hence they are not canonical sym
tries. They are instead Lie-Poisson symmetries. For this
now associate a certain Poisson structure to the SU~2! matri-
cesvL and vR involved in the transformations~24!. These
Poisson brackets are chosen to be compatible with thos
the observablesd(2) @cf. Eq. ~25!# along with the transfor-
mation ~24!. They are given by

$vA
1
,vA
2

%5@r ,vA
1
vA
2

#, A5L,R ~27!

$vL
1
,vR
2

%50, ~28!

$vA
1
,d~2 !

2
%50, ~29!

where vA
1

5vA^ 1, and vA
2

51^vA . To show compatibility

we note that the left-hand side of Eq.~25! transforms to

$vL
1

†d~2 !

1
vR
1
,vL
2

†d~2 !

2
vR
2

%, ~30!

which we now can compute using Eq.~25! and Eqs.~27!–
~29!. We get

2vL
1

†d~2 !

1
vR
1
vL
2

†d~2 !

2
vR
2
r2r †vL

1

†d~2 !

1
vR
1
vL
2

†d~2 !

2
vR
2
.

~31!

Using Eq. ~24!, the right-hand side of Eq.~25! also trans-
forms to Eq.~31!, thus showing that the brackets~27–29! for
vA are compatible with Eq.~25! and the transformation~24!.
Consequently, Eq.~24! is a Lie-Poisson transformation.

We next proceed with the Hamilton equations of motio
For this, the Poisson brackets~25! are insufficient because
the Hamiltonian for the system involvesd(2)†, as well as
m-
ure

,
-
lds

me-
we

of

n.

d(2). We, therefore, need to know the Poisson brackets o
d(2)† with d(2). From @3# we have

$d~2 !

1
,d~1 !

2
%52d~2 !

1
d~1 !

2
r2rd ~2 !

1
d~1 !

2
, ~32!

where d(1)5d(2)†
21

. The variablesd(6) along with the
Poisson brackets~25! and~32! ~which are consistent with the
Jacobi identity! define theclassical double. Using Eqs.~23!,
~25!, and~32! one obtains the equation of motion

d

dt
d~2 !d~2 !21

5
i

2l
@d~2 !d~2 !†# tl , ~33!

where@A# tl denotes the traceless part of 232 matrixA, i.e.,
@A# tl 5A2 1

2Tr(A)31.
To make the connection with the isotropic rigid rotator

system, we write the SL~2,C! matrix d(2) as the product of
an element of the SU~2! subgroup and an element of the
Borel subgroup SB~2,C!. We do this as follows:

d~2 !5l ~2 !u, uPSU~2!,

l ~2 !5S x0 0

x2 x0
21D PSB~2,C!, ~34!

wherex0 is real andx2 is complex. The map from SU~2!
3 SB~2,C! to SL~2,C! is two-to-one. The Poisson brackets
~25! for the classical double variablesd(2) are recovered
with the following choice of brackets foru and l (2):

$u
1
,u
2
%5@r ,u

1
u
2
#, ~35!

$l ~2 !

1
,l ~2 !

2
%52@r ,l ~2 !

1
l ~2 !

2
#, ~36!

$l ~2 !

1
,u
2
%52l ~2 !

1
ru
2
. ~37!

Upon substituting Eq.~34! into the equation of motion~33!,
we get

d

dt
u u†2

i

2l
@ l ~2 !†l ~2 !# tl 52l ~2 !21 d

dt
l ~2 !. ~38!

The left-hand-side of Eq.~38! is traceless and anti-
Hermitian, while the right-hand-side is an element of the
SB~2,C! Lie algebra. It follows that the left- and right-hand
sides must separately vanish, leading to

d

dt
u u†5

i

2
Jasa , where Ja5

1

2l
Trl ~2 !†l ~2 !sa ,

~39!

along with

d

dt
l ~2 !50. ~40!

Ja in Eq. ~39! can now be interpreted as the physical angular
momentum of the isotropic rotator. Since they are functions
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1058 54G. BIMONTE, A. STERN, AND P. VITALE
of only l (2) and l (2)†, from Eq. ~40! they are conserved.
Now, if we associate the SU~2! matrix u with the orientation
of the rotator~or the transformation between space and bo
axes!, then Eq.~39! gives the desired result, namely, that th
rigid body undergoes a uniform precession.

We thus have an alternative Hamiltonian description
the isotropic rotator. It is canonically inequivalent to th
usual one with Poisson brackets~1! and~2! and Hamiltonian
equal to the square of the angular momentum. The ab
Hamiltonian formulation of the isotropic rotator is instead
deformation of the usual Hamiltonian formulation, where
we stated earlier,l plays the role of the deformation param
eter. The usual Hamiltonian formulation is recovered wh
l goes to zero, which we refer to as the ‘‘canonical limit.
For this to happen we must first show how to express t
matrix l (2) in terms of the canonical angular momentum
variables j a @as opposed to the variablesJa which do not
obey the canonical Poisson bracket relations~1!#. We write

l ~2 !5exp~ ileaj a!, ~41!

whereea are generators of SB~2,C!. They can be expressed
in terms of Pauli matricessa as

ea5
1

2
~ isa1eab3sb!. ~42!

@Actually, for the purpose of taking the canonical limit, w
only need that relation~41! holds up to second order inl.#
Equation~41! is equivalent to assigningx0 and x2 in Eq.
~34! according to

x05expS 2
l j 3
2 D , x2522

j 11 i j 2
j 3

sinhS l j 3
2 D . ~43!

Now, to lowest order inl, the Hamiltonian~23! reduces to
the square of the angular momentum

H rot~l→0!5
1

2
j aj a , ~44!

while, using Eq.~34!, the Poisson brackets~35!–~37! go to

$ j a , j b%l→05eabcj c , ~45!

$ j a ,u%l→05
i

2
sau, ~46!

$u
1
,u
2
%l→050, ~47!

which agree with Eqs.~1! and ~2!. We thus arrive at the
canonical description of an isotropic rotator with the mome
of inertia set equal to 1. The Hamiltonian~23! and the Pois-
son brackets~35!–~37!, therefore, define a one-parameter d
formation of the canonical description of the isotropic rigi
rotator. WhenlÞ0, the chiral transformations are Lie
Poisson symmetries. They reduce to canonical symmet
whenl→0. In that limit, the variablesu and j a transform in
the usual way, i.e., as in Eqs.~3! and ~4!.

IV. DEFORMATION OF SU „2… LATTICE
GAUGE THEORY

We are now ready to deform the Kogut-Susskind Ham
tonian dynamics in a way which preserves the SU~2! gauge
y
e

f

ve
a
s

n
’
e

t

-

ies

l-

symmetry of the classical Hamiltonian function, but whic
replaces the canonical symmetry transformations by L
Poisson transformations. As before, we assign rotator d
grees of freedom to each link on the lattice. However, no
we shall describe the rotator degrees of freedom in terms
classical double variables

d~2 !~rW,m̂!PSL~2,C!, ~48!

rather than the variablesj a(rW,m̂) andu(rW,m̂).
To each classical double variabled(2)(rW,m̂), we assign

the Poisson structure given by Eqs.~25! and ~32!. Thus, we
replace the set of Poisson brackets~7! and ~8! by

$d~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!,d~2 !

2
~rW,m̂!%52d~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!d~2 !

2
~rW,m̂! r

2r † d~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!d~2 !

2
~rW,m̂!,

~49!

$d~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!,d~1 !

2
~rW,m̂!%52d~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!d~1 !

2
~rW,m̂! r

2r d ~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!d~1 !

2
~rW,m̂!

~50!

for all links (rW,m̂), and where

d~1 !~rW,m̂!5d~2 !~rW,m̂!†
21
. ~51!

In analogy with Eq. ~6!, we obtain the inverse of
d(2)(rW,m̂) by traversing the link (rW,m̂) in the2m̂ direction:
i.e.,

d~2 !~rW,m̂!215d~2 !~rW1am̂,2m̂!. ~52!

In Eqs.~49! and~50!, we once again resort to tensor produc
notation with

d~6 !

1
~rW,m̂!5d~6 !~rW,m̂! ^ 1,

d~6 !

2
~rW,m̂!51^d~6 !~rW,m̂!,

and ther matrix given by Eq.~26!. Since ther matrix de-
pends onl we are introducing a new parameter~in addition
to a) to the lattice theory. We shall require that the Kogu
Susskind Hamiltonian formalism is recovered in the lim
l→0. This is in addition to the requirement that the Hami
tonian function be gauge invariant.

With regard to gauge invariance, gauge transformatio
are associated with points on the lattice, just as was the c
in the Kogut-Susskind formalism. Thus, at the pointrW we
once again definev(rW)PSU~2!. Now, in analogy with Eq.
~24!, we define gauge transformations of the phase spa
variablesd(6)(rW,m̂) according to

d~6 !~rW,m̂!→v~rW !†d~6 !~rW,m̂!v~rW1am̂!. ~53!
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As was true for a single rotator, such transformations are
canonical. Instead, they are Lie Poisson. In this regard
attach a product Poisson structure to the gauge degre
freedomv(rW):

$v
1
~rW !,v

2
~rW !%5@r ,v

1
~rW !v

2
~rW !#, ~54!

and Poisson brackets betweenv ’s evaluated at differen
points on the lattice are zero. This Poisson structure is c
patible with the Poisson brackets~49! and ~50!, along with
the transformations~53!. Hence, transformations~53! are
Lie-Poisson transformations.

From Eq.~23! we already know how to write down th
gauge-invariant deformation of the first termH0 in the
Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian. It is just

H0~l!5
g2

2al2 (
rW,m̂.0

@Tr d~2 !~rW,m̂!d~2 !~rW,m̂!†2 2#. ~55!

We can make a decomposition of the SL~2,C! matrix
d(2)(rW,m̂) in terms of SU~2! and SB~2,C! matrices in an
identical manner to what was done in the previous sect
i.e.,

d~2 !~rW,m̂!5l ~2 !~rW,m̂! u~rW,m̂!, u~rW,m̂!PSU~2!,

l ~2 !~rW,m̂!PSB~2,C!. ~56!

The Poisson brackets~49! for the classical double variable
d(2)(rW,m̂) are recovered with the following choice of brac
ets foru(rW,m̂) and l (2)(rW,m̂):

$u
1
~rW,m̂!,u

2
~rW,m̂!%5@r ,u

1
~rW,m̂!u

2
~rW,m̂!#, ~57!

$l ~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!,l ~2 !

2
~rW,m̂!%52@r ,l ~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!l ~2 !

2
~rW,m̂!#,

~58!

$l ~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!,u

2
~rW,m̂!%52l ~2 !

1
~rW,m̂! r u

2
~rW,m̂!. ~59!

Furthermore, we make the SB~2,C! matrix depend onl as in
the previous section: i.e.,

l ~2 !~rW,m̂!5exp@ ileaj a~rW,m̂!#. ~60!

It then follows thatH0(l) is a deformation ofH0 , i.e., in
analogy with Eq.~44!, we have

H0~l→0!5H0 .

Also, the transformations~53! reduce to the canonical tran
formations~13! and ~14! in the limit.

It is also straightforward to write down the gaug
invariant deformation of the second termH1 in the Kogut-
Susskind Hamiltonian. For this we construct a set of Wil
loop variablesWl(G (rW,m̂,n̂)) usingd

(2)(rW,m̂):
not
we
s of

t
om-

e

ion:

s
k-

-

e-

on

Wl~G~rW,m̂,n̂!!5Tr d~2 !~rW,m̂!d~2 !~rW1am̂,n̂!

3d~1 !~rW1an̂,m̂!†d~1 !~rW,n̂!†. ~61!

From transformations ~53! it easily follows that
Wl(G (rW,m̂,n̂)) is gauge invariant. In this regard, Eq.~61! is
not unique, as we can arbitrarily replace the different factors
d(6) with d(7) in the formula forWl(G (rW,m̂,n̂)). On the other
hand, we shall show that for the choice~61! we recover the
correct continuum limit (a→0) of SU~2! gauge theory. Con-
cerning the canonical limitl→0, upon using Eqs.~56! and
~60!, we get thatd(6)(rW,m̂)→u(rW,m̂) and, hence,

Wl→0~G~rW,m̂,n̂!!5W~G~rW,m̂,n̂!!.

Thus, Wl(G (rW,m̂,n̂)) is a gauge-invariant deformation of
W(G (rW,m̂,n̂)).

We can now write down the gauge-invariant deformation
of the Kogut-Susskind Hamiltonian. It is

H~l!5H0~l!1H1~l!,

H1~l!5
1

ag2 (
h

@Wl~G~rW,m̂,n̂!!1Wl~G~rW,m̂,n̂!!*24#.

~62!

The sum inH1 is over all plaquettes.
The final ingredient in this system is the analogue of the

Gauss law constraintsGa
l(rW)'0. They generate the gauge

symmetry~53! and thus their nonvanishing Poisson brackets
should be of the form

$Gl

1
~rW !,d~6 !

2
~rW,m̂!%5X~rW !d~6 !

2
~rW,m̂!. ~63!

We want thatGl(rW)→Ga(rW) (sa/2) whenl→0. We have
been unable to find an explicit solution forGl(rW) expressed
in terms ofl (2)(rW,m̂) andu(rW,m̂) which is consistent with
these requirements.

Above, we have shown that the canonical limit (l→0) of
our model is the system of Kogut and Susskind. We now
show that the continuum limit (a→0) of our model is stan-
dard SU~2! gauge theory~for any value ofl). In this regard,
we once again writeu(rW,m̂) in terms of Yang-Mills poten-
tialsAi

a(xW ) according to Eq.~10!. In addition, using Eqs.~11!
and ~41!, we get that

l ~2 !~rW,m̂!5expS 2 il
a2

g
eaEi

a~rW !m̂i D . ~64!

Now, from the Poisson brackets~59! we get that

$Ei
a~rW !,Aj

b~rW !%ea^ sb→2
2

la3
d i j r , ~65!

when a→0. Because the classicalr matrix can be written
r5 l/2 ea^ sa, we recover the canonical Poisson brackets
~12! for SU~2! gauge theory.@These are the only nonvanish-
ing Poisson brackets, as$E,E% and $A,A% go as
an, n.23, which as a density distribution vanishes in the
continuum limit.#
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It remains to take the continuum limit of the Hamiltona
H(l), Eq. ~55!. In this regard we note that the termH0(l)
can be written

H0~l!5
g2

2al2 (
rW,m̂.0

@Tr l ~2 !~rW,m̂!l ~2 !~rW,m̂!†2 2#. ~66!

Then using Eq.~64! we find thatH0(l) yields the electric
field energy of SU~2! gauge theory

H0~l!→
1

2 (
rW
a3Ei

a~rW !Ei
a~rW !, ~67!

asa→0. Furthermore,H1(l) in Eq. ~62! yields the magnetic
field energy of SU~2! gauge theory but this requires som
algebra to prove. To proceed we use Eqs.~10! and ~64! to
write the link variablesd(2)(rW,m̂) according to

d~2 !~rW,m̂!5expS 2 il
a2

g
eaEi

a~r cW !m̂i D
3expS iagsa

2
Ai
a~r cW !m̂i D , m̂.0, ~68!

where we find it more convenient to evaluateA andE at the
central pointr cW of the link (rW,m̂). We shall assume that Eq
~68! is valid for m̂.0. Because of Eq.~52! it cannot then
also be valid form̂,0. Instead, from Eq.~52! we get that

d~2 !~rW,m̂!5d~2 !~rW1am̂,2m̂!21

5expS iagsa

2
Ai
a~r cW !m̂i D

3expS 2 il
a2

g
eaEi

a~r cW !m̂i D , m̂,0. ~69!

We now consider the plaquetteG0 in the 1-2 plane centered
at xW5(x1 ,x2). Upon substituting Eqs.~68! and~69! into ~61!
and taking rW5(x12 (a/2),x22 (a/2)), m̂5(1,0), and
n̂5(0,1), we get the following expression forWl(G0):

Wl~G0!5Tr expS 2 il
a2

g
eaE1

a~x1 ,x22a/2! D
3expS iagsa

2
A1
a~x1 ,x22a/2! D

3expS 2 il
a2

g
eaE2

a~x11a/2,x2! D
3expS iagsa

2
A2
a~x11a/2,x2! D

3expS 2 iag
sa

2
A1
a~x1 ,x21a/2! D
e

3expS il a2g eaE1
a~x1 ,x21a/2! D

3expS 2 iag
sa

2
A2
a~x12a/2,x2! D

3expS il a2g eaE2
a~x12a/2,x2! D ,

~70!

where we usedd(1)(rW,n̂)†5d(2)(rW1an̂,2n̂) which follows
from Eqs.~51! and ~52!. After expanding this expression to
fourth order ina, some work shows that we recover the
Kogut-Susskind result, i.e.,

Wl~G0!→TrS 12 1

2
g2a4@F12~xW !#2D as a→0 , ~71!

which is the same as in Eq.~17!. Hence,H1(l) yields the
magnetic field energy

H1~l!→
1

2(rW
a3Bi

a~rW !Bi
a~rW ! as a→0 , ~72!

and the total HamiltonianH(l) reduces to that of SU~2!
Yang-Mills theory in the continuum limit.

V. QUANTIZATION

We now consider the quantization of the lattice theory
discussed in the previous section. When Lie-Poisson symme
tries are present in the classical theory, the standard practic
is to apply the method of deformation quantization@7#,
where we do not identify the quantum-mechanical commu
tation relations withi\ times the corresponding classical
Poisson brackets, but only demand that they agree in th
limit \→0. Also, we do not identify the quantum Hamil-
tonianH(l) function ~with classical variables replaced by
their corresponding quantum operators! with the classical
Hamiltonian functionH(l). We, instead, only demand that
H(l) reduces toH(l) in the limit \→0.

Fixing the quantum dynamics using the method of defor-
mation quantization requires writing down a star product on
the space of classical observables@7#. This is generally a
difficult task and shall not be attempted here. Instead, we
shall only demand that the SU~2! Poisson-Lie group gauge
symmetry which is present in the classical theory gets re
placed upon quantization by a gauge symmetry which is as
sociated with the quantum group SUq(2) @6#. The latter can
be defined in terms of 232 matrices$T% whose matrix ele-
mentsTi j are notc numbers. Rather, they satisfy the com-
mutation relations

RT
1
T
2

5T
2
T
1
R, ~73!

with T
1

5T^ 1, T
2

51^T, andR, the quantumRmatrix, given

by
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R5q21/2S q 1

q2q21 1

q
D , ~74!

whereq is a c number. In addition to Eq.~73!, T satisfies a
unitarity conditionT†T51 and also a deformed unimodula
ity condition detqT51, where detqT5T11T222qT12T21. The
latter constraint is possible because detqT so defined com
mutes with all matrix elementsTi j . R satisfies the quantum
Yang-Baxter equation. If we setq5e\l/2, then in the limit
\→0,R tends to12 i\r1O(\2), and consequently Eq.~73!
reduces to

@T
1
,T
2
#5 i\@r ,T

1
T
2
#1O~\2!. ~75!

We thereby recover the algebra~27! of the SU~2! matrices
vA parametrizing the Lie-Poisson symmetries.

In quantizing the lattice theory described in the previo
section, we would like to define an SUq(2) matrix T(rW) at
each pointrW on the lattice. Then the quantum analogue of
Poisson brackets~54! is

RT
1
~rW !T

2
~rW !5T

2
~rW !T

1
~rW !R, ~76!

and we assume that SUq(2) matrices at different points com
mute.

With regards to the SL~2,C! matrix d(2), we replace it by
the 232 matrixD (2) having operators as matrix elemen
The quantum analogues of the Poisson brackets~25! and~32!
are @3#

R~1 !D ~2 !

1
D ~2 !

2
5D ~2 !

2
D ~2 !

1
R, ~77!

R~2 !D ~2 !

1
D ~1 !

2
5D ~1 !

2
D ~2 !

1
R, ~78!

whereD (1)5D (2)†
21

, R(1)5RT ~the superscriptT denoting
transpose!, andR(2)5R21. The matricesD (6) along with
the commutation relations~77! and ~78! define thequantum
double. In the limit \→0, R(1) and R(2) tend to
12 i\r T1O(\2) and 11 i\r1O(\2), respectively, and th
algebra given in Eqs.~25! and ~32! is recovered from Eqs
~77! and~78! to first order in\. In addition, the commutatio
relations ~77! and ~78! are covariant under left and righ
SUq(2) transformations@3#:

D ~2 !→TL
†D ~2 !TR , TL ,TRPSUq~2!. ~79!

Here, bothTL andTR satisfy commutation relations~73! and
we assume that matrix elements ofTL commute with matrix
elements ofTR .

In the lattice theory, we assign a matrixD (2)(rW,m̂) to
each link (rW,m̂) on the lattice. Then the quantum analogu
of the Poisson brackets~49! and ~50! are
r-

us

he

-

s.

t

es

R~1 !D ~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!D ~2 !

2
~rW,m̂!5D ~2 !

2
~rW,m̂!D ~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!R,

~80!

R~2 !D ~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!D ~1 !

2
~rW,m̂!5D ~1 !

2
~rW,m̂!D ~2 !

1
~rW,m̂!R,

~81!

whereD (1)(rW,m̂)5D (2)(rW,m̂)†
21
, and we assume thatD

matrices associated with different links commute. Now
gauge transformations on the quantum double variables ar
given by

D ~2 !~rW,m̂!→T~rW !†D ~2 !~rW,m̂!T~rW1am̂!, ~82!

and as they are of the same form as Eq.~79! they preserve
the commutation relations@Eqs.~80! and~81!#. The commu-
tation relations forD (6)(rW,m̂) are therefore covariant under
SUq(2) gauge transformations.

We next must write down the quantum analogues of
H0(l) andH1(l). Our requirements are that these terms are
invariant under SUq(2) gauge transformations~82! and also
that they reduce toH0(l) andH1(l) when\→0.

We begin withH0(l). It represents the sum of kinetic
energies of the rotators. The quantum analogueH0(l) is
known @3#. To write it we need to introduce the ‘‘quantum’’
trace Trq @9#. Trq of a 232 matrix M5@Mi j # is defined
according to

Trq M5qM111q21M22. ~83!

Unlike the usual trace, Trq does not have the general prop-
erty of invariance under cyclic permutations. It does, how-
ever, serve as an ‘‘adjoint invariant’’ for SUq(2). By this we
mean

Trq T
21MT5Trq M , ~84!

whereT satisfies the commutation relations~73! and we as-
sume that matrix elements ofT commute with those ofM .
The relation~84! can be explicitly verified using the 232
representations forT. From Eq.~84! it follows that

Trq D
~2 !~rW,m̂!D ~2 !~rW,m̂!†

is invariant under SUq(2) gauge transformations~82!. Then,
a possible choice forH0(l) is

H0~l!5
g2

2al2 (
rW,m̂.0

@Trq D
~2 !~rW,m̂!D ~2 !~rW,m̂!†2 2#,

~85!

as it reduces to Eq.~55! when\→0.
Using the quantum trace, it is also easy to write down a

quantum analogue of the Wilson loop variables
Wl(G (rW,m̂,n̂)) defined in Eq.~61!. We write

Wl~G~rW,m̂,n̂!!5Trq D
~2 !~rW,m̂!D ~2 !~rW1am̂,n̂!

3D ~2 !~rW1am̂1an̂,2m̂!D ~2 !~rW1an̂,2n̂!.

~86!
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From Eq.~84! it follows thatWl(G (rW,m̂,n̂)) is invariant under
SUq(2) gauge transformations~82!. The quantum version of
the Hamiltonian~62! is then

H~l!5H0~l!1H1~l!,

H1~l!5
1

ag2(h
@Wl~G~rW,m̂,n̂!!1Wl~G~rW,m̂,n̂!!

†24#.

~87!
The sum inH1 is again over all plaquettes.
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